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ABSTRACT
This article, first of all, briefly introduces the successive
mine inundation of Fangezhuang Mine (hereinafter called F. Mine)
and Lujiatuo Mine (hereinafter called L.Mine), Kailuan Mining
Administration (hereinafter called KMA), and the met!1cds of
water treatment for mining area o! eastern five mines, and basioally relates the 3 - section water-blocking method with small
dia. boreholes e<aployed in the -;;hree horizontal connection roadways between F. Mine and L.Mine, under flowing water condition
(quantity of passing water 388.8m3/min.). From June 6th, when
water inrush occured in L. Mine to Dec. 7, the day the waterblocking engineering succeeded, it lasted 185 days. As a result,
water passing through the three horizontal connection roadways
was . educed to l. 7m3/min. (normal mine water inflow not included),
the result of water-blccking achieves· 99.6%- Thereby, the three. t
o! water flood against the adjacent Linxi (Li. Mine), Zhao gezhuang (Z. Mine) and Tangjiazhuang Mines (T. Mine) was relieved;
the preparations for mine restoration could l.Je c1:0.rried vut in r ..
Mine; And a favourable oondi tion for the water-blocking in water·
outburst source under standing water in F. Mine was created. At
last, the conclusior.. !or the w.'3.ter-blocking engineering is drawn.
1. BRIEFING CF

WAT~R-OUTBURST

IN F.

~INE

1.1 The course of the incident
When a coal-prewetting borehole parallel to the working face
#2171, the fully-mechanized working face in F. Mine, was made in
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t:1e a1rway ( elavatton -Jll. bCOm; surface eleve tion of the auxiliary shaft p!t head +29.345ml, water inflow of 0.55m3/min. was
from

t~e

borehol0~

~·.,

1 teet water source, 12 more bcrel1oles

were made succestvPlY· Aa a result, the water bearing sinkhole
as the water outbLL"·io\; 'E>Ul"'Ge was prelim:i.rw.ryl.y determined, a:r.d
we knew that th.is s.inkhole was cor:necte(i with Ordorvician I.,hlestone. Because o! tl.e water co~ing from Ordorvician Limestone
( eleVt3.:ticn c.f v:£1.t·:<c le\r·.:·r +5.,.98rr.; wu.ter

pre~::1stt::.::~e

at

tr~e

mou.th

Qf th~ bor~~~ole J~T.S0~~, S boreholes (~n coal seam) in tl1e
FJ.irway 'i"HJre wnHhrd
c 'lnd enlarged progressively by the oc2tburst we tl::r f::-!)m Wii ~" ·-bearing sink-hole, fo;·!lling a water passage to tne ai
!)f g2171 working face. Consequently, at 10:
25, Jc:ne 2nd, L· , a:: exceptionally serious accident in Chinese
mining history happened.
1.?

Water-outour~d;

q:.lanti.ty during initial stage

During 100 ho:.1n; and 35 minutes since water-o~tburst occured in
the face #2171, F. Mine till water inrush was found in L. Mine,
the inflow during initial stage is indicated in Table 1. From
the table, we can see that after water outburst occured in F.
Mine, the i.::1fJ.ow tncreased gradually until m>~ximum peak. Then
water inflow decreased step by step with the rise of water level
in F. Mine.
INFLOW DURING INITIAL STAGE IN F. 111.I'l'E
Table
Date

2/6
10:25
2/6
10:253/6
7:09

Time
interval
(min.)

water level
in elevation (m)

Aver. inflow
( m3 /min.)

I

bellow
-311.600

Remarks

I
Water outburst
took place in the
face #2171.
1. Elevation of
airway in the face
#217l:-311.600m.
2. At 17:22. June
2nd, Level -490m
was inundated.
3. Normal water
inflow below the
Level. -310m is
35.4m3/rnin, (May.

I
1244

l.

234121;
1244
35.4!!!394

-

198~J

3/6
71094/6

7:09

1440

-311.600215.505

2155315 1440
-46. 6:!!1450

I l.After 4:00, June
Jrd, in the obserI vation
boreholes

I
I

I

I
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draped faat auldenly.
2. At 7111, Juna 3.
Level -)lOrn was
f1ooded.

3. 4:4S-6:45, JJna

3, tr,_e average
water yield reac~~l
to ~;,,, rNli-c of
2244mJ/min~,espe
ci~lly d~~ing the
"""t ~ n ~ l t e ~:; ll : l ~) ·-

; C)
r~ :

2; "'

WHt~~r

-r; :·J:

:·:.ax ...

yi~_ld

B.ffi\)Uf:i">-·

ed JEl-'hEl-l /min.
4. N~Jr!l;al :-rtine water
in~low (~ay,

1.984)

------~--------+-----------·~------------~~1~6~·~6~~~~in. _________
4/6
1440
_904833
-215.505
7 ·OCl1440
I
5;6
-186.217
I
4-6.6~582

7:09
5/6
7:096/6
7:09
6/6
7:096/6

I

1440

501

-186.217

-163.726

-163.726

-

156.170

15:30

I
Average

(2/6
10:256/6
15:30)

6~

below

-156.170

I

I

I

I

?1995::1_ 1448
46.6=453
19J994 501
46.6=34.1

4~08219

o65
44-3=699

----

At 15:30, <lune 6'
wben tile water le vel
\was -156.170m in
I elevat~on i~ F. ~~ :i.:1e.
I water J..nrusn W!Hl
fo'.md :in adjaceett
I l,. Mine.

-I

II
I

--·
Note: The inundation water-filling parameter i.n goaf area ~sc;d
for calculation of outburst water is checked against tte
infoma t ion obtained d nring rni-:::e flood l;: ": in '~angshan
Earthquake, 197E.
2. BACKGROUND AND SITUATION FOR THE Wlcl'EE- :mWSH
IN L. MINE

2.1 Background for the water-inru.sh.
L. Mine and F. Mine, the two neighbouring mines, are sl:',own in
Fig. 1. Since these two mines were put into prod~ction,throu~l
several modifications of the mine boundary lines, therefore
the previously planed 40 m wide safety pillar between F. and IJ.
Mines is no longer remained, only 7m wide pillar being left at
the place of -232m coal heading.
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After flooding in F. Mine, water level increased constantly. At
15:30, June 6th, when water level reached to -156.170m, water

inrunh was found in eHst limb of L. Mine. At last, 7m wide safe-.
ty pillar was broken and water flowed into L. Mine. Afterwards,
at 18:15, June 6th, level -600m was flooded, so was level -425m
at 8:30, JUI1e lOth.

~ - Tht •1u 111 produot1oD 1 (:o.~~~- fh• aint Un4tr
oonltruotion:

2.2. Water-inrush quantity during initial stage.
After water inrush in L. Mine, people dared not go imediately
into the only water-passing roadway on east limb of Level -425m,
so the water inrush quantity could not be measured. Besides, a
large amount of water poured down through the main and auxiliary
shafts at Level -425m, it's impossible to measure water level in
shafts correctly and to convert it irtto water-inrush quantity.
Consequently, in 4 hours after water inrush (19:48, June 6th),
water-inrush quantity could be determined roughly in the roadway,
east limb of Level -425m. By 0:00, June 9th, a water-level observation station was able to be set up in the dip of Level -425m
for the aim of conversion from the dip water level into water
tnrush quantity. The water inrush quantity during initial stage
in L. Mine is shown in Table 2.

2.3. Water leakage in Li. Mine
Li. Mine is the adjasent mine on the north of L. Mine. Water
leakage in Li. Mine was mainly caused by mining of Seam 7 which
lay on both sides of safety pillar. After mining Seam 7 on both
sides of safety pillar, the fracture zones intersected above the
safety pillar. The water in L. Mine leaked into Li. Mine through
frRcture zones when water level in L. Mine reached to -210.88lm.
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At 9:00, June 25th, water leakage in Li. Mine amounted 6m)/min.,
after that it'increaeed gradually day by day, maximizing up to
l4.2m3/min. on Aug. 14th. If water leakage in LL Mine increased
oontinuouelly, the water leakage passage between L. and Li.Minee
would probably become water-inrush passage. In CA.se water inrush
happened in Li. Mine, not only Li. Mine was inundated, but there
would be also the danger of mine flooding to both z. Mine and T.
Mine, as there were no actually safety pillars in the three
mines, namely, Li. Mine, z. Mine and T. Mine , due to mining
problems in history.

THE WATER I!!RUSH QUA

~TITY

DURING INITIAL srAGE

_::~

L.

MINE

Table

Mine '"( ~lr level
F.

Date

t.lin~l

L. Mine

6/&
F>:30

I

-1s6.11ol

I

I
6/6
19:48

-16e. 99sl

L. Mine

F. Mine
total water

,.-ater-

yi:~~min.

outburst

total Jater
water

m3/min.

-

387.2

}H.O

I

12.9

~c-----Total water
l
'a..verage value

-

I
9/6

)ie1d

i

'

-

7:09 to lSI)O,,Tcme
6th.

!)50.2

I

tity mea.sllred i

~l

of Level -'425m,
L. Mine.

373.9

J27 .J

235-7

227.5

0:0024:00

129.700- -441.000-124.895 -410.283

J79.2

322.6

)14.1

J02.8

0:0021:00
l27o
0:0024:00
lJ/6

-:i~ci~~6~ -~~~8~~l7

434.8

388.2

372.6

)59 .6

-=i~~:~§o -~~~4~il;;

406.1

359.5

)65.7

J52. 7

~~~g;

-115.580-117.600 -~;64:i~6
-156.170- below15: JO -68.425 210.881
24/6
24 :OG

418.4

J7L8

40 l. e

)0:).8

6/6

257.7

211.1

21).8

20G.8

IOT6

l Water i'Clruah quanroadway, east limb

I

139.920- -484.500-129.700 -441.000

0:0024:00

Per n.rks

1

quantity in P',
Mine re!f!r to

I

-

1

and fiater-outbu.:-clt

I

-

inru' •

~~i~~n {~~ntl1

quantity

I

-

2.

~-·-----

TI7i)

-----

From wo. t er inr•..lah
occured in L. Mine
till water leakage
~~~t:~ round. in .:..1.

L ____1_!0. n e •

Note: Total 'ft'ater yield • normal mine water inflow + watP.r-outbllrst quantity or
water-inrush.

? , 4 ~istri but ion of WA. ter inflow A.nd pumpinis water in F. Mine,
L. Mln~ and Li. Mine, on Aug. 14th, 1984 is shown in f'ig. 2. At
that tJ.me submersible pumps were used in F. and 1. Mines for
w~ter pumping, while water-blockinG measures were ~aken in L.
Mlne and approved partially effective.
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.
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ot wat•r io.tl ow and pumt-'iag lt'ft.olr 1n P., r..• &.nd LL
.,a. Aug;. 14th, 198.4 ( mJ /210;

_

_)

Winu

~H'' ·• C!ua.!lt1.ty o! w&t•r-outbu.rgt in P.lHne; Qttr ·• Not""'lldl water io.!~ow tn P'.Vine 1
Qr;; - l!lt~~J:r pwap•d ~u~ by •ui:-Jc::u·~~bl.t pu.'l:l~/1 1n ?. Win";
'1U - Q'.llt.Lt:ty oi \I'S\4:6!"-i.n....-u.J!h ir.. L~ illli:1•n Qltt ·• l.far.,a~ l'f'"::."ter :·,tlow ir-. L. llti:r:el

l&trtr pu.m.pvd Celt •ubme1-e:ble t''aurot~ Lrr L. IL!lr.t'l;
Q.Lp
·:/!!
'i'a<;.er L.ow1n~
.roar'i•ay.'tl '!l.•1d goa.fs wheu ''"'l.ter i.&·n•l rie:l~l~ i:::J.. 1". li1ne1
r..::tr ~ lt5.t&r uutCL:.·I'l'
1"'0-!!.d.way.- e...'1.d g0ar.s 111'lJ.i"r1 '~''!r.t~r l~n·l !l'lll!.ng down i.n L.
qlil ·- Qu.a.r.tit;r o! natar--l~:1kagft in LL Wine

Kin.• 1

). GLTIDinG Prtl(JCII'Lt~S l:'OF? WJ~.·"f!Ek Tl·tEATr.tr_;='JT ::N
'TH? MI_:;ING AREA OF ::r\::~~--:J FIV:S ~f'LI~~ES
1.1~

occ~~ed i~ F. ~ine on ~J~ne 2~d, in
happened in L~ Mine on J~~e 6tt, waterleakage was found in Li. Mine on J~ne 2~th, it also threatened
+; .l-" safety :::f ne:ighbch.;ring z. :. ~i~J..e ti!'t
.. ~ .. rv~IYie. Furthermore,

After

s~~~ce~ion,

w~te=·-J~tb~~st
we~er-inrush

;~;~e

wells lr-:~-~~d::_:.g to Or'.~orvicil-::.n ~-:T.es'C'-)L(; ~ .. ear tr::..e five mines
affected by the incide~t. ~eca~s~ of the drawdown of the
·..vc:11.s, ;'otab:..e water wa.s la(~ki
f"J.?' sorr.e .j.2 r1.i.llion l0cal
r~side~~s. T:1er2fo:e, baseJ on
ge~eral policy, the water
t::cec.7,r:-~t-=::-:: pr:.nciple ln corr:uinati:):-:t w"ith pumping.,
b1ocking and
methods was worked out in orter to p~t the measures
feet ~t a high speed. The co~c~ete water treatment measures ta~0n t~~ each mine are as fullows:
w0~e

]~:.l. In F. Mine, measares were taken first ~·1 ascertain the
sp&'!e fo~~ cf tl~e sink tales as well as wate~ ~~ond~its. Mean>Vl1:.le, submersible putnps were inatalled J.n the shaft to for:n a
water-discharging system, for the sake of reducing passing
water qu~~-~~~y ~Lto L. ~~~6 in the case o! minor water level
difference. After successfdl ·Nater block::.ng in 1. Mine, attention would be focused on blocking water-outburst source under
standing water condition.

].1.2. In L. Mine a powerful pumping cystem was first formed
with submersible pumps in a very short ti~e. Water dams were
also built in the airway which connected ~. Mine with ~i. Mine.
On the other hand, some selected bore}loles we~e ~rilled on the
boundary between F. and 1. Mines, w1d these b0reholes went down
-r::!·tY'OlJ.J:-:?·t the three wat2l_'-passi:sg .roucl\''ays
t~-..-:Y""l_ by filLir:g and
1

29:0
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,;z;routing these water-passing roadw'.l.ys '~'B"e blocKed. T~'~.!.s, t:.Je
incident was restrained withjn the ran~e of F. Min~ in a short
period.

3.1.3 The water treatment method/in combination with pumping,
blocking and dammin·g was also adopted in Li.Mine. First, mine
water discharge capacity was increased while water dams were
built at each level in west limb of Li. Mine. Once water leakage took place in the Mine, it's restrained in west limb only.
In addition, drilling and grouting were made in the safety pillar between L. and Li. Mines for blocking water-leakage conduit
rJ.long the fracture ZO'le.
.
j.l.4. Likewise, water dams were built at each level in one
lirr.b of z. Mine and T. Mine. If water-inrJsh occured in Li.Mine
and water-leakage was fctmd in each level's clams of its WPst
limb, the flood would be limited within some area of Z. and T.
mines, minimizing the affected area.

3.2. This article relates specially to water

b-~ook.ing eng:I.ne<"ring in three horizontal roadw'n"s
between F. tc:ld 1. :•!ines under flowing water condition. Po~ the other related works,a brief
account is given only.

4.

INTRODUC'riON OF THE GENERAL PLAN F·Oi\ WATEHBLOCKING ENGINEERING IN THREE HORIZC:NTAL
CONNECTION ROADWAYS BETWEEN F. Ai:D L. MINES
mmER FLOWING WATER CONDITION

The general plan for water blocking engineering covers mainly:
aim and significance of water-blocking engineering; necessity
of water-blocking under flowing water condition; selection of
method (3-section water-blocking method); determination of location for surface operation and underground water blockage;sequence of water-blocking in roadways; selected equipments and
system for grout preparation and conveyance; borehole location;
drilling process; grouting process; power and water supply;
standard and method to examine water blocking effect, etc. The
main contents are given briefly as b~low.
4.1. Aim and significance of water blocking project.
The most important task in dealing with the flood was to block
the water-passing roadways between F. and I,. Mines. 'Nhen \.t was
succeeded, Li. Mine would be relieved of flood tr~eat; safety
in production could be ensured in z. Mine and T. Mine; restoration of L. Mine could be carried out; cJnditions for blocking
water-outburst source in F. Mine Lmder-standing ·Rater condition
could be created.
4.2. Background of the water-blocking engineering under flowing
water condition.
it is known to all, it's undoubted that there are Pxtremely
great possibilities in success of blocking roadways under stand,·
ing water condition,its operation is fai.rly simple as well. If
water di.acharge was not carried out i.n F. and L. M.inH', w.q ·,er--

AS
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level of. the two minea would be progressively levd with that
of Ordorvician Limestone, forming the condition of blocking
roadways between F. and L. Mines u:<der standin;;: wo.ter condition.

But in upper part of the safety pillar between L. and Li. Mines,
·the width of safety pillar was comparatively small, only lbm 23m in places (-175m and -118m). Supposing the water-level in 1.
Mine rose to -175m or higher, there might be the danger o.f large
water leakage into Li. Mine or of water-inrush caused by gradually-flushed safety pillar. In a word, we faced a fact to
choose one of two methods to treat the roadways between F. and
1. Mines, namely, water-blockage under standing water condition
or flowing water condition. The former had great possibilities ·
in sucoess,but took the risk of flooding in Li. z. and T. Mines1
the latter was more advanced in science and technology, but
needed some knacks
which should have a well-timed waterblocking operation. Only the operation was successful, could
!laod be prevented in these three mines. Weighing the pros and
oons, the method of' water-blocking under flowing wat;;;r· condition was finally adopted in the connection roadways between F.
a.nd 1. Mines.
4.3 New conception of water-blocking method.

On the basis of lessons drawn constantly dur.i.ng the operation,
experiments made in lab and theoretical analys.i.s on them, a new
conception of· wa·ter-blocking method under flowing water condition was tak:i.ng shape rapidly, that is, sequential "J -section
water-blocking method" (water resistance with sand-filling,
water blocking with cement-grouting and reinforcement with
cement grouting). In order to resist flowing of water entirely
in the roadways or to turn the "Pipe stream" into "permeable
stream" (when grouting later on, cement grout loss can be reduced greatly), first of all, the sand-filling section for water resistance should be built up. After that a large amount of
cement gruut was filled under approximately standing water condition to build up the water-blocking section and reinforcement
section. Practise has proved that, with the new conception of
")-section water-blocking method" and the three water-blocking
sections built with filling materials provided through surface
boreholes, speedy results were produced in blocking water passing through the roadways between F. and r.• Mines.
4.4.

Det~rmination

of location for the water-blocking operation.

From Fig. 3 we can see that all goaf areas above Level -425m in
L. Mine are connected with each other, so are the roadways of
Level -425m and the rise of Level -600m. So, L. Mihe side is
not the optimum place for the water-blocking operation. Whereas,
the area near North No. 4 Crosscut in F. Mine is not coal-getted yet, and there are only three horizontal connection roadways there (-94m airway, -303m tram roadway and -284m leading
coal head) being connected with F. and L. Mines. Therefore, the
three horizontal roadways were selected as the place for waterblocking operation.
4.5 Water-blocking sequence for the three horizontal roadways.
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_ _ _ _ _ _._

J'ig.

___:___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___J

J Plan o! watet'-blook::1n& opera\ioa •1te

make the last horizontal roadway easily blocked, in an other
word, the horizontal roadway with small water pressure •hould be
left to be treated in the later stage of the water-blocking engineering , it was established to block -284m leading coal head
first, then -303m tram roadway, at last -94m airway.

To

4.6. Requirements for boreholes.
Directional drilling was made after determinition of borehole
location. During drilling inclination measurement and deviation
rectification were carried out regularly to ensure boreholes go
through the roadways. Afterwards caeing pipes were put down
the boreholes. Before grouting, packers were set in the open
section of boreholes.
4.7. Selection of main material used in water blocking.
4. 7 .l. Sand
According to the analysis, sand grain 0.12 - 0.90mm ¢ makes up
95.2% of local sand in weight, that of 0.05 - O.l2mm¢ makes up
3.0%, rest is loess (1.8%). The specific gravity of sand is
2.63. It's sediment volume factor is 0.59. In order to !ill
sand economically, local sand was used as main filling material
in sand-filling section for water resistance.
4.7.2. Gravel
Small-and medium-sized gravel ( l2mm ¢ and 15 - 25mm"'sz!>) was
adopted. Small-size gravel was used to block the final waterpassing cross-sections during later stage in building water-resistance sections, when the water-passing cross-.Jiilctions became
smaller and flow velocity became greater; Medium-sized was used
in building boundary wall of the cement grouting S"Ction for
reinforcement.
4.7.3. Cement
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Mainly used in cement grouting sections for water--blocli:ing and
reinforcement (#425 Portland cement). Specific gravity of cement grout is 1.6 - 2.0. For quick-setting of cement grout,
triethanolamine (0.05% of cement in weight) and salt (0.5~~ of
cement in weight) were mixed with cement.
4.8. Drilling machine

17 sets of lOOOm drilling machines were installed at
and could be put into operation simultaneously.

wor~site

4.9. Filling and grouting equipment

In grout station, trhere were 4 sets of grouting pumps (P=200kgf
/cm2, Q =200-01/min.) and the necessary equipment, with simultaneous grout capacity of 30m3/h; 3 sets of mobile grout pumps
(P=0-300kgf/cm2, Q=800-0l/min.) and the necessary equipment,
grout capacity 90m3/h; 8 sets of sand pumps (P=5kgf/cm2, Q~
3m3/min.) with simultaneous sand-filling capacity of 6oom3/h.
5. WATER-BLOCKING OPERATION AT -284m LEADING COALHEAD

5.1. Exi.stin,g; condition of the leading coalhead and water-blocki!1g rnethod.
Before beginning of the operation we had vistted the personel
concerned in F. Mine many ~imes and known that the leading
1
coalhead was driven in Seam 12 ~thickness 3m) in 1975, used as
an advanced coalhead for the tram roadway and as air way, with
its excavating section of 5.J2m2. The leading coalhead was abandoned immediately when -303m tram roadway was connected with
-94m air way by the incline of Seam 12 and North crosscut No. 4.
In it there were original kinds of supports: type 18-U arch (50%
of total), concrete supports (30%), wooden s~pports (20%). 18-U
arch supports had been recovered out of the leading coalhead
but the concrete ones were put down there only, 11nd the wooden
supports being left intact. Soon after the supports fell down,
the coal of Seam 12 and the country rock caved. During maintenance of the rise in Seam 12, North crosscut No. 4, a great
amount of lump waste were piled up at.the entrance of t:1e leading coalhead. Thus a wall seemed to be forn1ed. On the basis of
preliminary analysi.s, the leading coalhead may be seflled off or
the water-passins clearance may be very small.
After boreholes No. 7 ,8,9 were drilled from t.::e su.rface to the
leading coalhead, shown in Fig. J, a large amount of red water
was injected through borehole No. 8. In 21 hours the pink water
was found in boreholes 7 and 9, which are 15m apart from borehole 8 separately. It proved that there was a tiny water-permeability in the leading coalhe8d at most. Therefore it was decided to block water under approximately standing water condition
without sand-filling section, but need to estuhliRh cementgrouting sections for water-bLockin~ and I·einforccment.

s.;). Design for the length of ce:7!ent-(~rout.i'l': :-':'c'1
water-blocking and reinforcement.
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Cement-grouting section for water-blocking must meot tho
of water-proof Gapacity and water-blocking steadinesc;.
:l~ere under eff'eot of water pressure P, the compressive and
';rtear stress appeared, shown in Fig. 4. The most dangerous fac-'
:or ia the shear stress F at the interface between water blocking section and its surrounding rock-coal mass, because the
:ompressive strengtb of condenced cement and the self-weight of
tte water-blocking section are higher. According to the theory
·~~:•,; cfor:nt<las cnn be used for the designed length of the upper
~ament-grouting section for water-blocking (see reference).
~.2.1.
-~'''"ds

~--~---------,

71g .. 4 Skatoh ebowing dea1gne.1 length of. to.• OM•nt-(19:'ou.ti_n& eeoti,)n
!or wa1;er-blooting und•r water i.n 1~ ,oaln .... d ..

1 - c-ent-p-ou'Cing boreholea
Z - C•ant-grouting •eot1on of -.ter--.looldngl

J - Oe.Ye• in leading oo.alhead. a!ter r.o.oTery ot •upport.

Where
n~

overload coefficient, in coasiderstion of some im?urities
in water, taken 1\.=1.2;

Ho - Water pressure, tf/m2;
~1:

~0j_g~:.t

of the roudway

,~vtth

f1e:nicircle arch section, h=2.2m;
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W - width of the roadway with semicircle arch section, W•2.8m;
Working condition coefficient of cement-grouting section
for water-blocking, m=0.5;

m

n - considering the resistance-shear stress reduction of int~rface between cement-grouting se<::tion for water-blocking
and its surrounding rock-coal mass, taken n=0.5;

7.-- 7 days after cement-grouting the

calcul~Ctted

resistance-

shear strength of cement, 7,- =80tf/m2;
o1.

-

Anple between the cement-grouting section for water blocking and horizontal plane, o< =35°, tgt>t =0. 7;

K - additional sa!ty coefficient of cement-grouting section
for water-blocking, K=4·

5.2.2 Design for the length of cement-grouting section for
reinforcement.
Considering the leading coalhead was driven through Seam 12,
to protect the cohesion between cement-grouting section for
water-blocking and the surrounding rock-coal mass against damage, the cement-grouting section for reinforcement was taken
twice the section for water-blocking in length, furthermore
the end of the cement-grouting section for reinforcement was
near to the cross point of leading coalhead and pull hole, so
that length of cement-grouting section for reinforcement was
taken as lOOm.
5.3. Borehole arrangement
Cement-grouting section for water-blocking, 30m long, consisted of boreholes No. 7, 8, 9; section for reinforcement, lOOm
long, covered No. 9, 15, 39 and 45, indicated in Fig. 2. The
total length of these two sections was 130m, the volume of
condenced cement 680m3. The parameters of boreholes are shown
in Fig. J.
PARAMETERS or THE BOREHOLES AND QUANTITY OF
GROUTING MATERIALS FOR -2B4 m LEADING COALHEAD
Table
Hole

No.

parameters o! borehole
Oore- diam. dlam. open
hole
o!
o!
length
length casing bore o!
(m)
(mm) hole bora-

315.34
8

15

}18. 45 219
217
)22. 72 159
45
Total 1907.84
J9

-

-

(llVD)

hole
rn

quantity o!
ia:Q~!i;l.ns: mr&~ ~:~r1al

oament gravel
( t)

(mJ)

sand

110

1).05

6)1.9

15

110

12.25

62).6

16

110

12.52

)91.4

110
110

240.0)
15.)5

81.4
}88.4

91

274.46

1}0.)
2247.0

Remark•

(m3)

------38

For cement-grouting
section for waterblocking.

'"~---·---------

Cement grouting
section !or rainfurcetnent.
~-·--·--

-

-------------------99
-------------·-·-----
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5·4· Cernrnt-grouting
Under water cement-grouting section for water-blocking was
grouted with cement by mobile grouting pump and mixed a little
sand; then using fixed grouting pump, cement was put in until
complete full. To build up cement-grouting section for reinforcement, the process was the same as above described, but
without sand. The main grouting materials are shown in Table 3.

6. WATER-BLOCKING OPERATION FOR -303m TRAM-ROADWAY
6.1. Existing condition of the tram-roadway and water-blocking
method.
The max. quantity of water passing through this roadway was
measured and calculated to be 200m3/min. by a self-made borehole horizontal flowmeter in light of pitot tube principle.
Inevitably the average velocity of water flow in this roadway
should be 0.27m/s, like a "pipe stream", so that 3 - section
water-blocking method was adopted, first forming a sand-filling
section for water-resistance, then building cement-grouting
sections for water-blocking and reinforcement under approximately standing water condition.
6.2. Sand-filling section for water-resistance
Thinking.over that water inrush into L. Mine, only in case the
water reaches to the coalhead of Seam 7, Level -232m, through
a rail-incline with vertical height 7lm from -303m tram roadway
F. Mine, so the 650m long roadway (total volume 7260m3), located west to borehole No. 4, was taken as a sand-filling section
for water-resistance of the roadway, with full utilization of
the feature of 7lm height difference. To ensure the reliability
of sand-filling for water-resistance, in addition to analysis
of theory a simple simulation test was made in lab: the water
mixed with local sand of size 0~12 - 0.90mm, flushed upward lOrn
at speed O.}m/s, under the condition of the stream containing
the sand density 2%, lasting 10 minutes, no overflow of sand
was appeared.
During sand-filling, gravity method was used first, with a
great amount of sand put in, then a sand pump was used with
pressure until complete full. Density of filling sand 30 - 70%,
filling rate 2 - ) m3/min.
6.3.

C~ment-grouting

sections for water-blocking & reinforcement.

The designed upper length of cement-grouting section for waterblocking calculated as below (see~ 5.2.1, but n=0.6).
Lupper

52.35

Llower

53+2x~=62.14 ~ 63m

=t

53m

The length of the reinforcement section was also twice that of
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water-blocking section. Borehole arrangement is shown in Fig.
3. When the sand was nearly filled up in the roadway through
borehole No.4 occured the jet with water and saud out o! borehole No. 12, ~Om apart from borehole #4 1 jet was about 40m
height above the surface. In order to guarantee the strength of
the water-blocking.section, the part between boreholes No.4 and
No. 12 was used as an additionRl water-blocking section, Thus,
the cement-grouting section for water-blocking consisted of
boreholes Nos 12, 13, 32 with a 70m long space. Reinforcement
section consisted of boreholes Nos 12, 33, 46 with a space 140m
long. The total length of water-blocking and reinflrcement
sections was 210m, volume 2567m3.
Cement-grouting sections for water-blocking ~ reinforcement
were proceeding under the standing water consition as the same
as 5.4, but the treatment of borehole No. 46 was different
from the others, first of all, t~~ough it some gravel was put
in, when the gravel contacted the roadway roof, the top Of
gravel was leveled out by a sweeper. The two procedures carried
out alternatively until the gravel was filled up, then grouting
thick cement to build a concrete wall.
After the concrete wall was formed through boundary borehole
No. 46, some cement was grouted through intermediate borehole
No. 33 of reinforcement section until complete full.
6.4. Parameters o! boreholes & the quantity of grouting
materials for -303m tram roadway are shown in Table 4.
7, WA'l'P.R-BI.OCKTNG OPERA'T'TON FOH -94m AIRWAY
7.1 Existing condition of the airway and water-blocking method.
It was the last water-blocking roadway of the three horizontal
roadways, and the max. quantity of passing water was measured
to be 189m3/min., and 3- section method should be taken as
well, first to form a sand-filling section, then to build cement-grouting sections for water-blocking and reinforcement
under standing water condition.
7.2. Sand-filling section for water-resistance
For ensurance of sealing off WP.ter running through the airway,
the two sand-filling sections for water-resistance were made
by fully utilizing the useful natural conditons: one was the
bag-type worked out area in dip district, east limb, Level
-425m of L. Mine, with elevation -512m to -416m, water-filling
volume 176.792m3. This was the inevitable passage from F. Mine
to L. Mine, from which water inrushed into -425m tram roadway
through the bag-type worked out area in dip district. So it was
decided to fill sand into the workout area through borehole No.
10; the other was at the 4 dips in Seam 12 below -94m airway,
filled fully with sand. Then the whole sand-filling area for
water-resistance was built up with the two sand-filling section
above mentioned and the sand-filling section in -303m roadway.
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PARAMETERS Ol' BOREHOLES AND QUANTITY OF GROUTING MATERIALS FOR
-303m TRAM ROADWAY
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Sand-filling section for water-resistanc~ in airway consisted
of Nos 41,28,40,29,34 and 10 (see Fig. 3). The procedure of
sand-filling was the same as 6.2.
7.3. Cement-grouting sections for water-blocking and reinforcement.
The designed upper length of cement-grouting section for waterblocking was calculated as below (see 5.2.1, but n=O.S):
~

Lupper

11.4

12m

Llower

l2+2xq~ = 20m

As a result of borehole No. 1 jetting with water and sand, and
No. 16 beginning gravel-filling with sand, when sand-filling
through borehole No. 41, the part of 50m between No.1 and No.l6
was used as additional cement-grouting section for water-blocking, which consisted of the boreholes Nos 16, 35, 42, with a
space of 22.5m. To ensure the safty and reliability of waterblocking, the cement-grouting section for reinforcement formed
by boreholes No.42, 47, 49 and its length was fourfold that of
the cement-grouting section for water-blocking. The process of
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boundary borehole of reinforcement section was the same as
Cement-grouting prooess is the sama as

6.).

5.4

7.4 Parameters of boreholes and the quantity of grouting materials are shown in·Table 5·

Bore
hole

No.

Para11et era o! borehole•

borehole oa•inc Doralength
diam. ho1o
( m)

( 111111)

diam,

open
length o!

borehole

(mm)

Quantity o!
grouting material
cement
(t)

gravel
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(~ 1 )

(mJ)
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18936

(m)
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204.25
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8. MISCELLANEOUS
8.1 TotaJ work amount for the water-blocking engineering.
Total work amo~~t for water-blocking engineering of three horizontal roadways under flowing water condition is shown in Table

6.

8.2 Percentage of boreholes penetrating into the roadways:

--*

*

X

100 = 90%

8.3. Utilization rate of boreholes
X 100 =

85%

8.4 Standard and method for examination of final grouting.
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TQ'T.U, WORK AMOUNT FOR 1'f!E WATER-BLOCKING t:NGINEEHING
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8.4.1. Boreholes in sand-filling section for water-resistance.
Examination standard: sand-filling with pressure until it's
full.
Examination methodz By salt tracing, injected
salt water into one of the boreholes in the water~blocking section, we
could not find salt water from the boreholes around salt water
injected borehole, so it proved that there was no water current in the roadway.
8.4.2. Boregoles in cement-grouting sections for water-blocking and reinforcement.
Examination standard: To the boreholes in airway, grout pump
pressure reached to 60kgf/cm2, with final capacity of less
than 501/min •• It lasted 5 minutes or longer. To the boreholes
in tram roadway and leading coalhead, kept pump pressure 80kgf
/cm2 and final capici ty .c.. 501/min. for more than 5 m:i.nutes.
Examination method: The boreholes were injected with water
after cement-grouting, water leakage ~ 51/min.
8.5. Water level observation boreholes after completing the
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water-blocking engineering.
Boreholes #34, i/4: :tr; t<::'~ <.d.rway and #2? in the tram roadway
were use'i as watex _;_eV•'l ubGec•vatJ~1:1 boreholes. F:Lrst, put

filter pipe down to .s:n - 2.0m below the roadway bottom, then
ccnne0ted filter pipe wi -~h inne:c• casing up to the sL~rface.
BesidHs, the s.dvanCf'":i b,:,rehole ;#57 in the eirwfJ.y was regarded
aa apecj.al water level observation borehole. After the engi
neering was complete1, these four boreholes were used fa~
regula::.• water lev<!l observation. Once there is water rise or
the sign of water LaGs~ng in any one of the boreholes, cement-.
grouting sho11.Ll ';" n>.:Lo :i.rr.rnediat,"lY in er,;ergency cement-grcmting boreholes for reinforcement. The four boreholes are pro~
tected witn iron boxes on surface from falling of some things
in.
8.6. Emergency grouting boreholes.
Boundary boreholes #49, #46 and #45 for reinforcement in section of the airway, the tram roadway and leading coalhead were
taken for the emergency cement-grouting boreholes respectively.
After the water-blocking engineering was succeeded, the three
boreholes mentioned above would be drillec. further down to the
roadway bottom, so as to make cement-grout for reinforcement at
any time. These boreholes are also protected with iron boxes on
surface.
8.7. Practical time phases of the water-blocking engineerinJ?;.
June 6th, 1984, Water-inrush took place in 1. ;.line.
June llth, 1984, Drilling started after location of the boreholes.
·
June 15th, 1984, Filling material in the boreholes of -94m airway began.
Dec. 7th, 1984, the water-blocking engineering in three horizontal connection roadways between F. and 1. Mines under flowing water condition was finished, la~ting 185 days.
8.8 W~ter-blocking result.
Protected by the water-blocking engineering in three horizontal
connection roadways between F. and 1. Mines, pumping was carried on in 1. Mine without interruption. When the water level in
1. Mine fell down to -438m, personnel got into the tram roadway in east limb of -425m (the only water passage from F. Mine
to 1. Mine) on Oct. 22nd. According to the measurement, water
inflow in east tram ~oadwa.y was 7.78m3/min. As the normal inflow there was 0.85mJ/min., then passing water amount should be
6.9Jm3/min. (including quantity of lagging water when goaf area
flooded). On Dec. 8th, the passing water quantity decreased to
l.7m3/min •• The result of water-blocking carne up to 99.6%.
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9,

CONCLUSIONS

Tl>' !oll(;Wing conclusions were drawn fr·om the practi.se of the
wu~er-blocking

engineering.

In tbe three horizontal con...'lect:l o:J roadways between :!!'. ar:d
;:,. :,;i!ces, under flowing water condition (the actual max. quan~ 1t
of passing water: J88.8m3/min.), tne "3- section method•
JSi
sm~ll diameter boreholes was proved vsry effective, with
t~0 e_fsct of 99.6%.

·,. L

•. ~. 'Nhe:: :.!sing "3 ·:J.
, H sa:'1d-·filling

section method" under flew·:! ;-"g water oondi·section for water-resistar;GH rnus',; be form~~ ~afore cement-grouting sections for water-blocking and reinrcement, thus later two sections can be built under approx.
standing water condition •
• 3. It's more economic to use local sand(loess content 1.76%)
''Jt:ilding sand-filling l'lection for water-resistance.

u:

''.4. Under approx. standing water condition, the abandoned
.;>~4m leading coalhead can surely be water-blocked by "2 - section method" (water-blocking and reinforcement sections with
s~all-diameter boreholes).

).5. Large-diameter boreholes are naturally benificial in both
rate of water blocking engineering and averting accidents during operation, but small-diameter boreholes (llOmm¢) can be
adopted in case of blocking water in short time and lack of
henvy-duty drilling machines and large-diameter casing.
S'. 6. In former design of the wa tar-resistance section, first, a
pot-like cave can be shaped by means of explosion of small
borehole or by large diameter borehole, then downward directional explosion with large amount of explosive is carried out.
Afterwards cement is filled in the blasted-down stone to form
concret section as a water-resistance section. The method is
feasible theoretically, but shown to be in praotice time-consuming and of influence on the other work. For this reason,sandfilling method with local sand was employed instead of the original one. As soon as the sand-filling method achieved success,
the former method was stopped.
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